
WITH THIS YOU SUCCEED

_ You have a good knowledge and practical experience in technologies such
   as Angular, JavaScript, TypeScript, NgRx and CSS is important, WAF & IAM is
   an asset
_ You have some experience in the area of web incl. in the area of JavaEE,
   Spring Boot or Jboss
_ You have a good understanding of microservices and Openshift Container
   platforms
_ You are fluent in written and spoken English; German is a nice plus
_ Your are a team player with high flexibility and resilience, have excellent
   communication skills and you are result-oriented and proactive
_ You have strong analytical and problem solving skills as well as capability
   to work independently

WHAT WE OFFER

_ With us, you have the opportunity to enter the versatile and future
   oriented world of IT consulting
_ With an intensive introductory training, we prepare you for your
  new challenges and offer you an organic, clearly defined and
   feasible career path
_ Team spirit is at the heart of everything we do: You will work with
   like-minded people in an innovative and collaborative environment
_ You have home office options for an optimal work-life balance
_ You can expect an attractive and performance-oriented salary
_ Summer and winter events, spontaneous barbecue evenings or get
   togethers after work - we live team spirit outside of work as well

Are you experienced in advising internationally operating customers and do you appreciate diverse and challenging tasks? Confinale will give
you the opportunity to apply your development skills and progress in your career.

Confinale is one of the leading Avaloq service providers for tax, compliance, wealth advisory, regulatory reporting and the credit business
with over 120 employees in Switzerland, Germany and the UK. For our Web & Mobile Team in Lugano we are looking for a

Full Stack Developer (all genders)
80 - 100 %, immediately or according to agreement

WHAT YOU CAN MOVE WITH US

_ You take on functional and technical responsibility on the project for
   specific business areas
_ You develop exciting full stack software based on current
   technologies
_ You plan and realise sophisticated web applications in co-operation with
   internal and external stakeholders
_ You develop and maintain applications/automations
_ You check existing code including creation of enhancements
_ You work on both frontend and backend aspects using Angular,
   JavaScript, Type Script and other popular frameworks
 

Your talent is our strength

 DID WE SPARK YOUR INTEREST?

We’re looking forward to your complete application to
career@confinale.ch

Maria Wildi, Head of Human Resources,
www.confinale.com


